UNLOCKING
STRATEGIC
VALUE
Strategy61 is an integrated professional services firm providing strategy and risk
management and transformational change. Our philosophy is that strategy is a journey
that can unlock value.
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MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CAPABILITIES

A framework for directing purpose and outcomes
Our unique framework integrates value creation and business transformation by linking strategic thinking, innovation
and executive leadership to deliver long-term practical outcomes.
Delivering VALUE through Growth, Technology and Investment
Value through business model innovation, application of emerging
technologies (including via research-industry collaborations) and developing
pathways.

Implement TRANSFORMATION through People, Systems and
Operations
Equipping a new generation of leaders through operational improvement,
people and cultural change management and implementing formalised
systems and processes.

Technology
Operations

Growth

STRATEGY

People

Systems
Investment
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MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CAPABILITIES

Services stack for diverse client needs and budgets
Our services layers are designed to support organisations at start-up, scale-up and small-to-mediumenterprise (mid-market) as well as an approach to implementing discrete programs in large corporate and
government organisations.

Strategic leadership providing oversight, Board
governance and risk management
Advisory
Innovation &
Business
Transformation

Equipping leadership through
operational improvement, cultural
change management and implementing
formalised systems and processes

Scan industry trends to identify needs,
opportunities, challenges, threats and
disruptions and develop a custom report
{Business plan, Go-to-market, Feasibility
Study, Technology Roadmap, Innovation
Audit, Maturity Model}

Designing, implementing and managing
end-to-end innovation and organisational
transformation

Organisational Change
Management

Commercialising Emerging
Technologies

Technology, Customer & Market Intelligence
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Commercialisation through market
growth, application of emerging
technologies (including research-industry
relationships) and developing pathways
and the readiness to obtaining finance

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CAPABILITIES

Applying a proven method and toolset for implementation
We apply Design Thinking methods and tools to deliver tailored activities such as mergers, acquisitions, demergers,
exports, business and financial planning, feasibility studies, human resources planning, strategic planning, and policy and
planning issues.

Management Consulting Tools

Discover

▪

Project Design &
Management

▪

Company, Competitor
and Market Analysis

▪

Maturity Models
•

Research
Collaboration

•

Innovation
Benchmark

•

Product
Development

•

Commercialisation

•

Investor ready

Design

▪

Industry Value Chain

▪

Levers-for-Growth
•

Funding model

▪

Business Blueprint

▪

Business Model
•

Capability Stack

Develop

Deliver

▪

IP/Technology Stack
Analysis

▪

Product Pricing Model

•

Intellectual Property

▪

High-growth Financial
Model

•

Products

Market Comparables

•

Services

▪
▪

Hypergrowth Economic
Model

▪

Innovation Ecosystem

▪

▪

Standards and
Compliance

▪

Market Entry and
Growth

▪
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Commercialisation
Roadmap

Stakeholder
Engagement
•

Research
Collaborations

•

Government
Relations

•

Industry Supply
Chain Management

•

Customer

•

Investor Relations

Deploy

▪

▪

Change Management
•

Organisational
Structuring

•

Cultural Change

•

Resilient Leadership

Board Advisory
•

Risk Management

•

Governance

•

Mergers and
acquisitions

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CAPABILITIES

Engaging clients in tailored journeys that unlock business value
Our mission is to deliver customised strategic planning journeys that empower businesses and investors who are
confronting the collision of innovation, technology adoption and digital disruption in today’s rapidly emerging-markets.
Strategy refers to the means by which high level goals are achieved
▪ Strategic planning can be seen as the bridge between business goals and
concrete actions; straddling the gap between ends and means.
▪ Business strategy includes planning for profit growth such as by improving
marketing to grow domestic market share and lifting efficiency and
margins by reducing unit costs.

Finding
Value &
Growth

Social & Economic
Drivers

Capabilities &
Resources

Unmet Needs

New
Solutions

▪ For many businesses, strategy extends to new product development,
developing overseas markets, developing new and existing staff and
cultivating a culture of innovation.

Opportunity Spaces

Transformational
Roadmap

Delivering
Value &
Growth

Implementation

Pilots &
Rollout
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Organisation
& Process

Culture &
Change

Capabilities,
Infrastructure
& Tools

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CAPABILITIES

Supporting the strategic leadership team
Nearly 80% of the business insolvencies in 2017-18 were small businesses with less than 20 employees. Businesses who
innovate are best positioned to adapt to disruption and thrive in an environment of rapid technological change.
Business survival and growth parameters are well known

Strategy and Risk advisors are core to your leadership team

▪ According to ASIC, 49% of business failures are caused by inadequate cash ▪ Companies with better integrated and developed strategic planning
flow and over 46% by poor strategic planning and management.
compete more effectively, generate higher sales, profit margins and
employee growth, and are more innovative.
▪ In fact, trading losses are the third leading cause of insolvency (39%) and
arguably could also be mitigated by effective strategic planning.
▪ Strategic focus on business innovation drives revenue growth, with
persistent innovators generating 5x the sales growth of regular innovators.

Strategic Leadership Team
Strategy & Risk
Advisers

CEO

Board of
Directors

Strategy61
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Lawyer

Accountant

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING CAPABILITIES

Services originating from extensive and hardened experience
Over 25-years’ experience, spanning two innovation and technology revolutions, we’ve been developing and executing
business strategies that stimulate the financing, uptake, adoption and commercialisation of emerging technologies.

Electronics and IT Systems and Robotics (3IR)

Cyber Physical Systems (4IR)

The Information Revolution (1980 to 2005), has created
industries that have been defined by increasingly rapid
convergence of computing, telecommunications and
networking infrastructure.

A proliferation of our ability to capture, store and manage
data that has ultimately led to widespread accessibility and
its commoditisation.

2000

2005

Engineering

Entrepreneurial

2010

Economic & Regulatory Policy

2015

Management Consulting

Government

Research

Investors

Peak Bodies
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Contacts
www.strategy61.com.au
Level 2, 333 Exhibition Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
Australia
ABN 37 546 761 218
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